Unique international course
for teachers and trainers
in formal and non-formal adult education and training

Applied storytelling: a multifunctional didactic
tool in the classroom
4-9 July 2021
Summary
Storytelling in Adult Education is a course about how to use oral storytelling and storytelling techniques in formal
and non-formal adult learning. It offers five days of presentations, workshops & performances.
Target Group
Adult education staff and trainers, community workers …

THIS COURSE IS ELIGIBLE FOR ERASMUS+ KA1-FUNDING.

Description of the Course
Storytelling in Adult Education is a course about how to use oral storytelling and storytelling techniques in formal and
non-formal adult learning. The course will be hosted and run in the beautiful Storytelling Castle Alden Biesen in
Belgium, the home of the biggest international storytelling festival in Europe. It offers five days of presentations,
workshops & performances.
Storytelling and narrative teaching approaches are known to help improve verbal and communication skills in
the mother tongue and/or in a foreign language. It also impacts imagination, creativity, social and civic
competences, values, intercultural understanding, cultural awareness and expression.

But specifically for adult education, introducing storytelling techniques offers a set of tools for inclusion. Storytelling
offers bottom-up narrative art, it creates a community of co-creation, it facilitates to hear and to be heard, it lowers
the threshold to art, it stimulates a constructivist meaning making process, it helps create metaphors to by-pass the
unspeakable… Stories are heritage, they are gateways to heritage and to other cultures.
It helps
o
o
o
o
o

to strengthen a sense of identity and community,
to raise adults’ motivation for learning
to improve social and cultural participation of migrants, newcomers, refugees, socially deprived groups
to stimulate the intercultural dialogue
as a vehicle for the inter-generational dialogue

The first part of the course pays attention to the telling of stories, tackling elements such as to tell in narrative
structures, to use appropriate language, to add description, dialogue, contrast, repetition; switch to different times,
places,
characters;
play
with
rhythm,
silence,
humour,
tension
…
The second part offers a methodological approach for using storytelling in adult learning. Here the focus is on
techniques to connect people, empower people, revive memories, develop language, translate science, unlock
heritage....
The main trainer at the course will be a professional storyteller, Giovanna Conforto. Guest speakers will add specific
topics to the programme.

Competences tackled
Search and find story material
(e.g. search in the library, surf on the internet, take over from others, find different versions…)
(Re)construct and adapt story material
(i.e. prepare the ‘material’: determine the story bones; define time, space and characters; customise stories to a
given theme …)
Master narrative and language
(e.g. tell in narrative structures, expand your vocabulary, use appropriate language, adjust language to age or target
group …)
Master oral storytelling techniques
(e.g. make a captivating start and a lasting end, build up to a climax; add description, dialogue, contrast, repetition;
switch to different times, places, characters; play with rhythm, silence, humour, tension …)
Create
(imagine, conceive, envision; concretise and realise ideas; make artistic choices; scrape, shave and polish; construct
new material…)

Guide storytelling exercises and assignments
(e.g. give clear instructions; work in small logical steps, adjust level and pace; provide clear and constructive
feedback; give room to repeat and improve …)
Master applied storytelling techniques
(e.g. techniques to connect people, empower people, revive memories, develop language, translate science, unlock
heritage...)

Date
July 4 – 9, 2021

Course Venue
Landcommanderij Alden Biesen
Kasteelstraat 6
3740 Bilzen
Belgium

Methodology/Didactics
Teaching/Learning approach
The main part of the course will be run through practical workshops, led by a professional storyteller, Giovanna
Conforto, in group, duo or trio and will involve exercises related to the competences as presented above.
Guest speakers (e.g. a teacher trainer) will tackle theoretical and didactic topics.
Blended learning modalities
All participants (max. 15) will be linked through social media.
A preliminary on-line meeting will help the participants to know each other, to learn about expectations and home
professional contexts.
A participant’s profile including the home professional situation, target groups and needs will be distributed
beforehand.
An on-line communication portal will provide peer communication on follow up and transfer.
On-line course material is also provided through two portals of dedicated International projects, developed by Alden
Biesen: www.sheherazade.eu
www.storiesforlearning.eu

Quality Management
Evaluation strategy
The small number of participants (max. 15) will allow for a daily roundup and feedback session. Most exercises will
include a form of presentation or ‘performance’ open to peer feedback.
The clear competence description will also allow for a clear learning outcome evaluation at the end of the course.
At the end the course will be evaluated (organisational matters & content) by the organisers in the light of a next
edition.

European dimension
Storytelling in the Secondary Classroom is an international course and caters for secondary teachers from all over
Europe. The course takes place in Alden Biesen, a European centre for storytelling and the seat of FEST (Federation
for European Storytelling). Links with FEST and the national storytelling scene in each participant country will be
highlighted.
One slot at the course will be dedicated to local (national) teaching and learning situations by the participants.
To encourage further cooperation between the participants, one slot will be dedicated on how to set up a KA2
ERASMUS+ international cooperation project between schools.

Validation
Assessments methods
A self-assessment tool, based on the competences and learning outcomes descriptions will, at the start document
the starting point (0 measure) of the participants.
A trainer and peer assessment, based on the same learning outcomes, at the end of the course, will document the
progress of the participant.

Certification
Badges
An electronic badge, presenting the competence development of the participant will be issued after completion of
the course in addition to a certificate of attendance.

Participation Fees
Course fee: € 400
Hosting and Accommodation
Full board training in the beautiful castle of Alden Biesen
Arrival on Sunday 4th July 2021 in the evening – departure Friday 9th July 2021 after lunch

Accommodation: € 350 (single room), double rooms available for €175 p.p.
Meals: (breakfast/coffee breaks/lunch/dinner) €260

Total cost for the 5 day training: € 1010 ( in a single room excl. transfers/travel)

PREREGISTER TODAY!
For more information and pre-registration, please contact
Katrijn Beelen at katrijn.beelen@vlaanderen.be or Julie Focquet at julie.focquet@vlaanderen.be
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